[Prognosis of hepatic metastasis from colorectal cancer following hepatic resection and arterial infusion chemotherapy--assessment from the percentage of tumor involved area].
Prognosis of hepatic metastasis from colorectal cancer following hepatic resection and arterial infusion chemotherapy was studied from the percentage of tumor involved area (PTIA). The PTIA was calculated by the following formula: sigma S'/sigma S, with S' as the tumor area and S as the liver area on each CT slice. The subjects were 25 cases of hepatic resection (HR), and 31 cases of hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy (HAI). The PTIA of the cases of HR and that of HAI was 1.5 to 25.9% and 0.8 to 31.3%, respectively. For comparison, all cases were divided into group A, which was not more than 10% of the PTIA, and group B, which was more than 10% of the PTIA. In the cases of HR, the prognosis of group A was significantly better than that of group B (p < 0.05). In the cases of HAI, the prognosis of group A was better than that of group B. Even in group A, the prognosis of the cases of HR was significantly better than that of HAI (p < 0.05). These results suggest that the PTIA in the cases of HR and HAI for metastasis from colorectal cancer is important factor which reflects the prognosis.